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Abstract: - Password is main vulnerability in computer security. Passwords are commonly guessed by machine programs running dictionary
attacks. Passwords main used for the authentication method in spite of security weaknesses. User authentication obviously practical issue.
According to the view of a service provider this problem needs to be resolved within real-world constraints such as the available hardware and
software infrastructures. According to user’s view user friendliness is a basic requirement Click based graphical password scheme provides a
different approach to address the familiar image hotspot problem. Graphical password systems such as PassPoints, that frequently leads to weak
password choices. So to provide user friend-liness and also the protection from various security attacks. In this, graphical password scheme, the
click event is performed on various points on same or different images.
Keywords: Graphical passwords, password guessing attacks, security primitive, login history.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The security and usability drawback in text based
password schemes overcome in the development of graphical
password schemes .For this tentative of graphical password
schemes have been nominated, provocation by the promise of
improved password memorability.In usability, the same time
improving strength against guessing attacks. Graphical
passwords are knowledge based authentication mechanisms
where users enter a shared secret as evidence of their identity.
In text passwords involve alphanumeric, special keyboard
characters, main concept for graphical passwords is to
leverage human memory for visual information of shared
secret and composed of images or sketches..
A graphical password can be have nominated in large
scale . They can be classified into three categories to the task
involved in memorizing and entering passwords: recognition,
recall, and cued recall. Each category is explain here. .others
can be available in recent review of graphical password.
The main determination for graphical passwords is the
hypothesis that people are better at remembering images than
artificial words. Visual objects used as a passwords. From
thousand of faces user can recognized the faces
for
authentication system.
Graphical password scheme developed for controlling
disadvantages of text based password. Graphical images easily
can be process by human brains.In graphical password scheme
such as icons ,human faces,custom image to build a
password.Due to human characteristics graphical password
scheme is better.For preventing dictionary attack graphical
password has maximum resistance Many graphical password

schemes are already introduced. There are two categories of
Graphical password techniques recognition-based and recall
based. Series of images are given for authentication correct
sequence of images is to given in right order for recognitionbased systems, .User asked to create or selected earlier during
the registration for recall based .Use of graphical password is
increased than text password from past decade
The paper include graphical password as user authentication
system. If attacks on graphical password system we introduced
new technique login history, user can entered into the system
by providing correct login history file.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Graphical password is easy to recall so need for that is
increased.,potential to provide a more symbols space than text
based password. For graphical password maximum research is
going some of them introduced some ideas and others are still
working on them for more secure password. Blonder in 1996
given the idea for graphical password scheme. In these scheme
in front of user an image is displayed which is predetermined
image on any visual display device which user is using then
user has to select one or more positions on image which are
already known positions to user in a particular order to access
the particular resource[5]. The drawback of these method is
user can on known positions only so may be similar as text
password. Another A PassPoint[6] method to overcome
drawbacks of Blonder's methodIn passpoint [6] predefined
boundaries of images are eliminated and arbitrary images are
allowed to be used, so that user clicks on an place on image
for creating a password. After the password is created a
tolerance around each chosen pixel is calculated, then for
authentication of user, The user choose the correct sequence
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within the tolerance when user wants to access restricted
resource or any application which is restricted.

displays a number of 3 pass-objects (pre-selected by a user)
among

In Cued Click Points (CCP), a cued-recall graphical password
technique [7], in this technique, a password is composed of
one click-point per image for a sequence of 5 images. The next
image displayed is based on the previous click-point so users
receive immediate implicit feedback as to whether they are on
the correct path when logging in. A wrong click leads down an
incorrect path, with an explicit indication of authentication
failure only after the final click. The advantage of CCP over
PassPoints is the fact that authorized users get feedback about
an error when trying to log in within a second. When users see
an incorrect image, they know that the latest click-point was
incorrect and can immediately cancel current attempt and the
process is started again from beginning.

many kind of images, Many other objects. A user needs to
recognize pass-objects and click inside the triangle formed by
the 3 pass-objects for authentication.

Grid based schemes are also proposed which uses recall
method. In " Draw A Secret" technique , user draw a password
on 2D grid .The coordinates of this drawing on the grid are
stored in order. For user must redraw the picture for
authentication. A user redraw picture during authentication..if
user draw correct order on grid then user is authenticated. The
diagonals lines are difficult to draw in DAS,and problem
might occur when the user chooses a drawing that contains
strokes that pass too close to a grid-line .User must pass the
input in sufficient way top form the grid lines and intersection
for getting correct password. The scheme may not be
distinguish if user draw password close to grid lines or
intersection. A system where authentication is conducted by
having the user drawing his/her signature using a mouse [9].
The advantage of these is to
no need to remember the
signature and difficult to copy .So everyone is not familiar
using the mouse, it is difficult to draw. A graphical
authentication scheme [10] during registration user have to
select certain number of images from set of random pictures.
for authentication user has to identify pre-selected images. The
user has given a set of pictures on interface ,some taken from
portfolio ,from that user have to select random pictures. User
has to select pictures from given characters
for
authentication.
Passface is a technique developed by Real User Corporation
based on the assumption that people can recall human faces
easier than other pictures [11]. User is asked to choose four
images of human faces from a face database as their password.
For traditional authentication in these technique is fill the
blank gaps for increasing security level and error tolerance.But
unfortunately there is a common weakness in the above
graphical password schemes: They are all vulnerable to
shoulder-surfing attacks. To address this issue, a graphical
password technique [12]. In their scheme, the system first

A Scalable Shoulder-Surfing Resistant Textual-Graphical
Password Authentication Scheme (S3PAS) [13]. In this
scheme, user is provided with the login-image which consists
of 93 printable characters. To login, the user must find all
his/her original pass-characters in that image and then make
some clicks inside the invisible triangles which are called
pass-triangles.The pass-triangles are created by 3 original
pass-characters following a certain click-rule. In this scheme,
user pass-character lies inside the pass-triangle. If the user
password length is k then he has to click k-times inside the
invisible pass-triangles. In S3PAS if the size of every pass
triangle area is too large, attackers are able to click inside the
right areas with higher probabilities.
A recognition-based graphical password scheme Colorlogin[14], An interesting game way to weaken the boring
feelings of the graphical authentication is introduced. Uses
background color in Color-login,but these a method not
previously considered, for reducing login time greatly.The
peepers get confused so that variety colors are used , while
not burdening the legitimate users. The scheme is resistant to
shoulder surfing attack but password space is smaller than
text-based passwords. Another shoulder-surfing resistant
algorithm in which a user selects a number of pictures as passobjects[15]. Each pass-object has several variants and a unique
code is assigned each variant . the user is challenged with
several scenes during authentication. Several pass-objects and
many decoy objects contains in each scene . The user has to
type in a string with the unique codes for to the pass-object.
So these methods force the user to memorize too many text
strings, and their shoulder-surfing resistant property is not
strong either. In real scenario, these approaches are underutilized as the authentications are usually complex and boring
for users.
ClickAnimal[1] is one more method based on recognition
based scheme . So this is captach scheme,
used to generate 2D animals with different textures poses,
colors and arranges them on background such as grassland by
using 3D models of horse and dog . some animals may be
overlapped with each other when the animals are arranged on
background ,but main parts are not overlapped in order to
recognised by human. A smaller password space for The
ClickAnimal than ClickText[1], in ClickText the alphabets are
displayed but alphabets are not overlapped user can easily
clicks on them to generate or choose the password. Here when
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user click on any alphabet then location is tracked to check
whether user clicks on correct character. ClickText[1] is also
the recognition based scheme to generate graphical passwords
III. EXISTING SYSTEM
In existing system [1], CaRP (Captch as gRaphical Password)
is used to authenticate the system. Here, Instead of text based
password the graphical password is used to authenticate the
user. When user requesting for login enters into the system
then ,user enter the userID after that the image genetrated,
perform click events by the user, if the click events matches
with the system database then user authentication is successful
otherwise authentication fail. Following figure illustrates the
above procedure:
Fig.2 System architecture of proposed system.
V. CONCLUSION
Graphical password scheme will develop for Authentication
system, which is based on click based graphical authentication
scheme.This will allow to store the database of user and it will
be in the form of image click by user for authentication
process system. User will click on different points on same
image or different image. Click based graphical password
scheme provides protection offers protection against relay on
passwords and online dictionary attacks, which have been for
long time a major security threat for various online services. A
proposed method is introduced login history to provide more
secure approach to authenticate an user.
Fig.1 Flow chart of CaRP process.
But the problem with this method is that any person can
concentrate and get the password when user is clicking on the
image. So new method is introduced to overcome this
problem, that method is discussed in section IV.
IV. PROPOSED WORK
In this proposed system we use same CaRP scheme to
authenticate the user. But to provide more secure approach
login history is initiated. Proposed system contains the
following models:
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